THE COMMUNITY PODCAST
SHARING YOUR IDEAS, PROJECTS, OPINIONS

New Episodes Every Weekday

hackerpublicradio.org

admin@hackerpublicradio.org
Roundup

Every month we compare tons of stuff so you don’t have to!

Linux podcasts

Navigating rush-hour traffic, Mayank Sharma steers through the interweb to bring you the most entertaining and informative Linux podcasts.

Hacker Public Radio

Raw and unadulterated.

Now here’s an interesting show. Although it claims to be “on any topic that is of interest to hackers”, most are on Linux. The show does have regular hosts but it is unique in encouraging listeners to contribute via call-ins for both the UK and US.

Windows woes

A popular topic is how listeners got into Linux and what made them switch from Windows.

Regular co-hosts contribute episodes on a variety of topics, such as how to be a safe computerist and rooting an Android phone.

You’ll also find episodes with segments contributed by other podcasts, such as GNU World Order and Full Circle. Every month the regular hosts get together and review the most interesting shows from the past month.

Due to its nature, length varies, and so does the quality of content and audio. It doesn’t discriminate, but you wouldn’t want to listen to every show.

There have been more than 1,000 episodes of this daily show.

“The show is unique in encouraging listeners to contribute via call-ins.”

Rating 5/10
Hacker Public Radio is a Community™ podcast network that releases shows every weekday Monday through Friday.
uptime

7 years 6 months 22 days

TWATech Monday, October 10, 2005

HPR Monday, December 31, 2007
1514

Shows

300 TwaTech + 1214 HPR
25 days 22 hours 30 minutes

continuous play

498 Audio CD's
Average show length 25 minutes 34 seconds
23.19 GB
mp3 storage

Bandwidth 35TB
daily subscribers 16,090

79,640 monthly downloads
260 shows a year
178 free slots
18 show in the queue
Just one contribution a year
recording a show, spreading the word, web design, css advice, php code, security review, audio conversion scripting, archive.org uploads, arranging interviews, reviewing hpr in publications, creating a wikipedia page, show ideas, show scripts, sticker distribution, hosting at conferences, managing social media, adding comments to shows, encouraging someone to contribute, giving feedback on the mail list, updating show notes, updating the tags in past shows, checking past shows for cc-by-sa compatibility, creating icons, recording promos or intros, suggesting improvements, reporting problems, administering the servers, posting / tweeting / denting / sharing announcements, giving promotional talks, correcting errors, providing additional information, fixing encoding on past shows, provide architecture review, proving support services / asterisk / mumble / hosting / mirrors, sending in hpr in action photos, chasing down previous hosts, designing business cards, testing out other platforms, providing advice and support, playing hpr promos, interviewing hpr members, having hpr at your event, printing hpr tshirt stickers, acquiring material for events, advising on graphing, picking a name for this presentation ......
we accept creative commons licensed shows from anyone on any topic that is of interest to hackers provided it's audible
• What got you into Linux?
• How did you get into podcasting?
• What tools/gear you keep close at hand.
• Your favorite android / desktop applications / browser extensions.
• A introduction to Wireshark.
• Introduction to networking
• How to set up your own blog.
• Choosing a artistic design for website, business cards etc.
• Music Theory
• Episodes for the LPI, or the Networking series.
• Beginning Audio Series for HPR and OSMP Release
• Man page minute

if the topic is too big start a series
call in line

USA: +1-206-203-5729
UK: +44-203-432-5879

give your **name** and **email**

record your show

don't forget to **press #** at the end
android

search for **Voice Recorder** in the market.

record your show

attach the file to an **email** and send it to **admin@hackerpublicradio.org**
portable media player

most media players like **sanza** clip can **record** audio

**record your show**

attach the file to an **email** and send it to **admin@hackerpublicradio.org**
telephone interviews

call telephone using **skype** call-out and

use **skype-call-recorder** to

record your show

attach the file to an **email** and send it to

**admin@hackerpublicradio.org**
group recording
everyone connect with **mumble** to the
**HPR room** on **ch1.teamspeak.cc**
port 64747

record your show
edit, and upload to the **FTP server**
record using external device or directly using **audacity** on linux mac windows
import the **intro** and **outro**, adjust levels, align audio, and save as **FLAC**
edit id3 tags in **kid3**
write your show notes in html
 upload to the **FTP** server
go pro

Linux Outlaws

episode 200
subscribe to the **Open Source Musician Podcast**

your guide to Open Source for musicians
deadline
scheduled slots
longest last release date
backup shows